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Maine In Turkey Is Indorsed by Students

The University play, started about the first of October, to be given by a choice selection of the University men and women together, is nearing the close. The interest shown in the University play is as solid as it is broad.

On Thursday, the program to be presented is "The Lion in Winter." The heroine of the play is "Betty," played by Miss Edith Knowlton, Fairfield; Mr. Fred Jewett, Mr. Lloydman; Miss Thelma Kellogg, Mr. Howard Flewelling.

Excellent Cast Selected
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**While You Are Home**

Most of you while home over Christmas rush the days into a schedule, taking up the time which you might devote exclusively to the plans and pleasures of the season. Why not utilize a little of that time to think of the University and the things you can do to help it? It won't mix in a little duty with pleasure. We mean by that all the little things which will enable you to be of service while you are home. A service which will not take much of your time but will add much to the University's activities.

Some may raise the objection that they are too busy already, or that it is too late this year to start preparing. But the further you call the more you will have, and the more you call home you will have a better time. The earlier you start the better.

**Shaping Risk**

It has been reported that it is only with great difficulty that men can be induced to sign up for the Red Cross. As you struggle with your reports of preparing your report for the coming holiday season, you may need some information which would be of interest to you. To help you, we have called attention to some of the activities taking place last week.

**The Circus**

Sometimes it takes a little help from the University and the University to make an extra effort. If you are not a member of the University, you may feel that it is a little too late. But it is not too late. The University is always willing to help you. You may look back and see that it was a wonderful experience. The University has a great source of happiness.

**Girls Planning Good Basketball Schedule**

The girls basketball season is here again. All the old members are cut, and a new team is formed. The girls have been busily at work and have made an early return to their responsibilities. The girls' basketball activities will be held on the same schedule as the other activities taking place last week. The girls have been busily at work and have made an early return to their responsibilities.

**S. A. E. Initiates**

Sigma Alpha Epsilon has initiated the following members: Russell Brown, Thomas B. Rea, Robert R. Hays, and Charles S. McPherson. The initiation was held on the campus of the University of Maine.

**Poetry Discussed by Contributors' Club**

The Constitution Club met December 7 in the newspaper room in the basement of the Maine Campus. The members of the club discussed the evening of the poetry and every body was to bring an original poem and read it aloud.

One of the important features of the meeting was the reading of the poems of the members of the club. Many poems were read and enjoyed. The club plans to have one meeting each week.

**Sorority Pledges Are Announced for Semester**

The following girls were pledged:
- Sonia White, a Freshman from Dover-Foxcroft; George A. Stevens, a Freshman from Newfield; and Betty Armstrong, a Freshman from Orono.

**Girls Speak at Next Meeting of Student Government**

A meeting of the Girls Student Government was held last Friday in the main campus. The purpose of the meeting was to hear reports from the various organizations and to discuss the activities of the girls' organizations for the fall semester.

**Professor Brann on "Nitrogen Fixation"**

At the last meeting of the Maine Student Government, Mr. Brann presented a paper on "Nitrogen Fixation." Mr. Brann's talk was well received by the students and was followed by a discussion on the subject.

**Have You Seen the Latest News?**

That P. T. Barnum was up on the roof last night!

That Maine has some basketball fans who sure are noisy when their team is on the road!

That the filling stations have appeared on the campus!

The bold Zeta Pi initiate at Bates has a new nose!

There was more than one story last week!

That "Shang Chi" looks like a snow fox!

That Barnum has apparently deserted his gold sacks until spring!

The modern treasurer chosen for the Student Fellowship Fund!

That the Maine Intercollegiate Cricket team is now up on the campus of a military-base town!

The brightest Brose must have outgrown Jackson County.

When is the time to turn over new leaves?

**Electricals Hear Instructive Speeches**

On Wednesday evening the members of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held a very interesting meeting in the auditorium of the University. The meeting was called to order by Mr. Brown. There was a talk on the engineering of the General Electric Company. Mr. Brown, who has had a wide range of experience in the specialized branch of electrical manufacturing, presented a concise idea of the habits of the Bal- lardian American, his work, and his activities in the field. Mr. Brown referred any inquirer to several other activities taking place last week.

**Sorority Pledges Are Announced for Semester**

The following girls were pledged:
- Marie Hodgkin, a Senior from Portland; and Ruth Beshy, a Freshman from the city.

- The delegates from the University of Maine were Marie Hodgkin and Ruth Beshy.

- Mrs. Brown's remarks were illustrative and spoke of the fine things that can be derived from it.

**The editors of the Maine Campus solicit your co-operation in the coming Christmas season in the special campaigns to add to the convenience of every member of the University and the former students.**

**Events of the Past Ten Years Age**

Ten Year Ago was the last time the Board of Directors met. We were all a little bit older and the world was a little bit different. But the principles were the same. It is estimated that there will be over 100 members for the coming Christmas season in the special campaigns to add to the convenience of every member of the University and the former students.

**Poetry Discusses by Contributors' Club**

The Constitution Club met December 7 in the newspaper room in the basement of the Maine Campus. The members of the club discussed the evening of the poetry and everybody was to bring an original poem and read it aloud.

One of the important features of the meeting was the reading of the poems of the members of the club. Many poems were read and enjoyed. The club plans to have one meeting each week.

**Rutgers—Rutgers claims a unique "Mann and Jeff" combination. Howard Bie, football captain, won 24 yards on goals for the 140 and in four feet two inches above the ground. A backfield player taps the ball at the hot mixture of sodum and carbon, containing iron filings as catalyst.**
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Excellent Cast Selected for the University Play

(Continued from Page One)

Mr. Kelley, a freshman, is taking the part of Jefferson Ryder, the Lion's Cub, in keeping with his Paris automobiles, and details after an absence of near two years with his brother, John Kelley, for whom he sailed a few miles outside of Pisa, in Tuscany, Italy. He has been away from the table in the gym. The band furnished the act one of the best, if applause is a criterion. It has no rivals, but should be made more a part of the regular program, and should be given more frequently. Time, 20 minute periods.

Referee, Edwards, Colby.

The initiates are: Charles L. Baxter of Falmouth, class of 1926, and Charles E. Griffin, class of 1925. Also suits made to order
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Sigma Nu Initiates

Ten New Members

Delta Nu Chapter of Sigma Nu fraternity initiated ten new members Saturday night with a banquet in the house at which President W. B. Buswell and President C. Kent and act. The initiates are: Charles L. Baxter of Falmouth, class of 1926, and Charles E. Griffin, class of 1925.
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Blazing Trails for Progress

Curiosity may have killed the well-known cat, but it has been underneath most of the hard-won developments that lastingly benefit mankind. Once in a great while, perhaps, accident has been the spark that has lighted the torch of achievement; but much more frequently—always, nearly—organized and planned, especially in the field of science and invention, has grown out of the insatiable curiosity that seems to be the heritage of us all. Mankind wants to know—and is always finding out. Curiosity, the complement of imagination, knows no approach.

This is, however, no essay on the vague sub- ject of idle curiosity. There is a vast difference between that and the organized, untiring, well-planned activity which, as an integral part of Westinghouse organization, searches continuously for new triumphs, in a spirit that has grown out of the purest creative activities of business. Whether chemical, electrical, or engineering mind, the engineering mind has scarcely penetrated.
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